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Context
Full	participation	of	all	citizens	in	cultural	events	
as	end	users	or	participants	– must	be the norm
Equal opportunity	&	access	to culture	are	HUMAN	RIGHTS
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Overall aim
The	ACT	project	will define a	new	professional	profile
Media	Accessibility	Expert/Manager	for	the	Scenic	Arts
and will establish the
training	activities	required to produce	the professional.
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4Partners
Intellectual Outputs
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accessibility	profiling	
(O1)
manager	profile	
definition	(O2)
learning	curriculum	
proposal	at	
university	level	(O3)
MOOC		(O4)
certification	(O5)accessible	live	event	co-production	(O6)
guidelines	for	the	
implementation	of	
policy	strategies		
(O7)
quality	label	
proposal	(O8)
Work finished
www.actproject.eu >	DELIVERABLES
Profiling	(IO1)	
Skills	and	competences	(IO2)	
Curriculum	design	(IO3)	
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www.actproject.eu> VIDEOS 
Ongoing         IO4       MOOC
MOOC
Thank you for	your attention	
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Disclaimer
The	content	of	this	presentation	does	not	reflect	the	official	opinions	of	
the	European	Union.	Responsibility	for	the	information	and	views	
expressed	in	this	presentation	lies	entirely	with	the	authors.
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